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An Eye For Change

BRYCE CARLTON
8TH GRADE, RADNOR MIDDLE SCHOOL

Having an eye is different than seeing the truth.

Using the eye is only for youth.

Can one be the first?

To change this verse we know is the worst.

Winning this struggle against the truth is like the wreath of wisdom surrounding Beth Harmon defeating Borgov in ‘68.

We can’t forget the regrets that made racism and degradation possible.

But I have the eye to intercept the reality we cannot yet accept.

Watching us all as time goes by, I can’t take the pain in which we’re lying.

We pass it by as a wind seeping through a battlefield filled with the masses.

And yet, still in this field no one stands to face the eye.

I want to be the one who changes the rhythm of civil unrest and settles the problem that plagues us all with the eye by my side watching the best.
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Clay in a wood box
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Penguins Don’t Play Basketball

OLIVIA GAI
4TH GRADE

Once there was a little penguin who wanted to play basketball, but her parents always laughed and said, “Little Penguin, penguins don’t play basketball.” Little Penguin felt sad and discouraged. Then, one morning on her way to South Pole Public Penguin School, she saw a seal mother teaching her pups how to play hockey. “I didn’t know seals played hockey.” chirped Little Penguin. The seal mother turned around and said, “No, seals don’t play hockey, but it’s fun to try new things. Later that day, the little penguin realized what the seal mother had said. So she started training and training and training, and soon, instead of dreaming about playing basketball, she could finally play basketball! “Yippee!” She shouted as she skated down the court and made a basket. Swish!
Luna Moth at Nighttime

ATREYA KRISHNA
1ST GRADE
Pencil and crayon
Luna Moth at Nighttime

ATREYA KRISHNA
1ST GRADE

Luna moth, Luna moth
In the sky
Fly, fly, fly,
Very high.

You have eyespots that
Look like the moon.
No wonder you’re called the Luna moth,
When you emerge from your cocoon.

Your wings are shimmering bright green
When you fly at nighttime,
And your wing tails are very long,
But I’ll never see you because it’s my bedtime.
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